15 September 2015 GIS WG

Time: 1pm Eastern / 10am Pacific.

Call-In Info: Google Hangout (for this meeting): https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/g6buouyplafw6h23snqpdmea

Moderator: Eliot Jordan

Notetaker: John Huck

Attendees:

Agenda:

1. Roll Call
2. Call for Agenda Items
3. Next Call
   a. Date: 10/20/15 (01:00PM EST/10:00AM PST)
   b. Moderator: John Huck
   c. Notetaker: Eliot Jordan
4. HydraConnect
   a. Poster
   b. Slides
   c. WG Update
      i. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5fLh2mc4FCbaFBdBnRsT0ZRY1k/view
   d. Lightning Talks
      i. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eOhO-q27Vxb3E9HuWNYegxaQFT21TACEHp7V5sOHKY/edit?usp=sharing
   e. Session
4. HydraConnect
   a. Poster
      i. Darren submitted the poster and it is being printed.
   b. Slides
      i. Darren and James previewed their slides and received comment from the group.
   c. WG Update
      i. Darren and Eliot may present the IG/WG updates together, depending on the session format.
   d. Lightning Talks
      i. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eOhO-q27Vxb3E9HuWNYegxaQFT21TACEHp7V5sOHKY/edit?usp=sharing
   e. Session
      i. Slides from the other talks will be available as background for the unconference session.
5. PCDM Geo Modeling Work
   a. geo_concerns status
6. Possible sprint in November
   a. Weeks of Nov.9 and 23? Maybe?

Notes

1. Roll Call
2. Call for Agenda Items
3. Next Call
   a. Date: 10/20/15 (01:00PM EST/10:00AM PST)
   b. Moderator: John Huck
   c. Notetaker: Eliot Jordan
4. HydraConnect
   a. Poster
   b. Slides
   c. WG Update
   d. Lightning Talks
   e. Session
5. PCDM Geo Modeling Work
   a. geo_concerns status
   b. James has run rspec tests on Travis CI, which have been passing.
   c. He is employing rubocop to enforce code styling standards.
   d. Eventually an rspec test will ensure solr is indexing metadata correctly.
6. Possible sprint in November
   a. The week of the 9th would be preferred to avoid the week of Thanksgiving.
   b. The WG members expressed interest in participating.
   c. Eliot will scope and organize the sprint, in consultation with John Stroup.
7. James presented the work he has accomplished in pull request #9, and the group discussed it and thanked James for his work.
   a. Eliot will merge the pull request.
8. Eliot suggested the repo be renamed to geo-concerns, so that it be the root. This will help with generating documentation, among other things.
   a. The group agreed to this change.
9. Darren reported that spaces are almost half filled for Hydra Geo4LibCamp.
10. Meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm EST, etc.